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TCNE IS PART OF BOSTON PRIDE JUNE 11th
Members and supporters of Tiffany Club will be a part of Boston Pride
on Saturday June 11 in downtown Boston. The annual parade will step
off at 12 noon from Copley Square, wind through the South End
neighborhood and finish at Boston Common. The Common will be hosting a day long celebration for Boston Pride. Tiffany will again have an
information booth all day on the Common to help increase awareness of
the Club and what it means to be Transgendered. Volunteers are needed
to both march in the parade and help work the booth to meet people. Tiffany will be joined at the booth by 2 doctors, Christine Becker, L.I.S.C.
W. and Dr. Alice Novic. For more information about being a part of Boston Pride, please contact any TCNE Director, Officer or e-mail ROSEBUDS.

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE POOL PARTY
TCNE will be holding its annual Pool Party on Saturday August 6th at
the Randolph Country Club. The party runs from 11AM till 6PM and admission is $15.00 for the day. Food and drink can be purchased at RCC.
The event is a fundraiser for Tiffany and is open to anybody, not just
TCNE Members.
Tiffany has established its own group on the web on Yahoo. The group

TCNE ESTABLISHES A YAHOO GROUP
will give internet users another location to find out about TCNE. Membership in the group is free and open to anybody according to the Moderator of the Group. Memberships and messages will be reviewed by the
moderator before being put up on the site. The reason for needing approval is to keep “Spam” off the site. The site will contain information on
TCNE programs and events. The Yahoo Group is in addition to the message boards and e-mail list that are part of the main Tiffany website at:
www.tcne.org. You can access the Tiffany Club Yahoo Group at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/tiffanyclub/. TCNE has also
had contact with other Yahoo Groups to open lines of communication
and work together on events and programs of mutual interest. One of the
Groups is called, “Girls Nite Out. They have Groups for Boston, Providence, New Hampshire and Maine. You can access each Group by going
to the main GNO Group website at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
gurlsniteout/. “We’re all working to help the Transgendered community
and we hope to be able to do a better job by working together on various
projects of mutual interest”, said Club Vice President Cherl Easton.

A TRANSSEXUAL JOURNEY PART 2
By Frances Cardullo
I’ve changed my mind
(that’s a woman’s prerogative). I’m not making part
two all about the three
years leading up to my
GRS. Rather I think it
more appropriate to write about the “Frank”
years. They were fun filled years and I
don’t regret them but I do regret not transitioning sooner. There is, however a “time
for everything” as stated in Ecclesiastes.
What a conundrum but maybe you will understand it better as I present my bio as
Frank.
I was born on June 19th, 1940. My parents
moved to Winchester, from Arlington, in
1946 when they purchased a home at 101
High Street. To put technology into perspective, when I picked up the telephone, at
age 6,there was no dial tone. We had to wait
for an operator. Dial tones, along with dial
phones, came later and the “Parkview” exchange was eventually changed to 729.
Most of my early education was at Brown
and Nichols School (at the time, an all boys
school) in Cambridge. This was way before
it became BB&N. When I was 8 or so, my
brother, Richard, and I would walk to Harvard Square after school and wait for my
dad – who owned the famous Wursthaus
restaurant in Harvard Square – to drive us
home.
In 1956, my brother and I transferred to
Winchester High. It was a life-changing
but positive experience for me, one that has
enriched my life considerably. or the first
time I felt part of the wonderful community
that we called Winchester. I will always
have fond memories of my two years at
Winchester High. Academically, I was average but I had a passion for electronics and
quickly became involved in WHSR – “at
91.9 on your FM dial, the home of the Sachems”.
After graduation, I spent a year at Chauncy
Hall prep school (did I say I was academically average) and was accepted for the
Frances - Cont. on page 2
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class of 1963 at Tufts and M.I.T. I chose Tufts in Medford because it was close to
home and had a small campus. If I had it to do all over again, I would have chosen to
live on campus, further away.
When I dropped out of the Air Force ROTC at Tufts in 1963, I was drafted. I had obtained my pilots license in 1959 and thought about a career in the Air Force but decided
that I didn’t want to make the five-year commitment. In March of 1964, I completed
my six months of basic training and advanced individual training. (Since I had a background in electronics, I was schooled as a company clerk because I knew how to type!
Typical of the military! ) After my active duty, I entered the family businesses in Harvard Square by getting involved in the Gourmet Shoppe.
A historical note about the Cardullo’s in Harvard Square: In 1943, my father purchased
the Wursthaus restaurant, which had been established in 1917. It was a famous eatery
with rich German foods and imported beers. For years it was the place to be seen in.
(John F. Kennedy frequented it during his years at Harvard.) He operated this popular
oak-walled restaurant and bar, with the help of my brother until June of 1996 when it
was closed forever due to upscale commercialization of Harvard Square. This marked
the end of an era in Harvard Square.
In 1950, my father opened Cardullo’s Gourmet Shoppe at Six Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. He was a visionary who predicted that because of the international culture of
Harvard University and the opening of global airline travel, customers would be looking
for international foods. Cardullo’s continues to this day as one of the few remaining
family-run businesses in Harvard Square, which stocks a rich array of international specialty foods. As of this writing, I am currently operating Cardullo’s but look forward to
the day when it will be run by a third generation Cardullo – my son Francis Paul.
In September of 1964 I married my first wife Barbara (Bobbie) and we had 4 beautiful
children, Francesca – born 1965, Donez – born 1967, Frank – born 1969 and Marc Anthony – born 1970.
At the end of December 1969, I quit the family business and started the decade of the
1970’s unemployed. It wasn’t as bad as it sounds since I had made quite a bit of money
in the stock market back then. For a while I dabbled in photography (which I still do)
and eventually opened a company called AIR industries at Hanscom Field. The acronym AIR had a double meaning: Aircraft Instruction and Rental and Avionics Installed
and Repaired.
During this period I contin- It was also on this trip that ued my flight training and
got my Commercial, Multi the gender issues that I had Engine, Instrument licenses,
and finally my Airline been trying to run away Transport Pilot rating – the
Ph.D. of flying. Eventually I closed AIR Industries.
from resurfaced.
I took a series of flying jobs – the worst of which was flying night cargo out of Logan in
less than well-maintained twin-engine aircraft. Several years later, I quit this job when I
was invited to fly as co-pilot on the Lear Jet owned by F. Lee Bailey, the noted trial
lawyer. The Lear was leased out to Jet America and I eventually became a Lear Jet captain working for Jet America.
In 1975, Bobbie and I parted company, and in 1976, in reaction to my “mid-life crisis,”
I bought a new BMW motorcycle. I had always wanted one but had to overcome my
fears of riding. Most beginners would opt for a 250 cc bike. Not me. Mine was the
biggest bike available at the time: a 900 cc cycle – the same model that BMW raced at
Daytona in 1974, 1975 and 1976. I still have this bike today.
In May of 1977, I headed south on my motorcycle and didn’t return home until after
Labor Day. I had been on the road for four months and put 16,800 miles on the bike. It
was a dream trip that I could spend pages writing about. It was a life changing experience as I made many new friends and found a flying job in Ohio. It was on this trip that
I overcame a lot (but not all) of my fears. It was also on this trip that the gender issues
that I had been trying to run away from resurfaced. Let’s just say that one has a lot of
time to think about a lot of things riding solo on a motorcycle for eight to ten hours a
day.
Next month in part the Frances will continue her bio leading up to GRS
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

June is a very
important
month
for Tiffany every
year. It’s the month we
meet more potential Members than we do at any
other time of the year.
The annual Boston Pride
Parade and Festival will
be held on June 11th.

tion in New England. Yet,
every year we get less
than 20% of our Members to
come out and support the
Club on what is a very important day. If people
don’t participate, we’re
sending a message that
this club is not important
and should not be considered seriously as a force
in the New England GLBT
community.

The parade begins at Noon
and the Festival on Boston
Common
runs through the
day. TCNE will march in
the parade and have a
booth at the Festival. We
need as many people as
possible to be involved in
the day. TCNE is the largest Transgender organiza-

If that’s the message
that we project, we won’t
get people interested in
becoming Members. No Members means no money and
lost chances to help people that need help in
dealing with being Transgendered. Recently, a survey was taken at Spring

By Cherl Easton
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Fling about TCNE. Current,
former
and
Non-Members
were asked for their impressions of the club.
Some of the answers included that Tiffany was a
difficult organization to
deal with. People also
said that a lot of Members
were, “stuck up and unfriendly”.
The comments
were not what we wanted to
hear, but we needed to
hear them and work to do a
better job to support and
help our brothers and sisters.

EVENTS JUNE 2005
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

We need TCNE Members, non-Members, 1
families, and any Transgendered to march
in the Boston Pride Parade on Saturday
June 11 at 12 Noon.
5

12

6

13

7
Tuesday Night
open meeting
7 - 11 PM

8

14 Flag Day

15

THU
2

20

21 Movie Nite

SAT

3 Friends and
4
Family
with
You are not
alone - 7:30 P Christine Becker
7:30 P

9

10

11 Boston
Pride Day and
Pride Parade
See Articles

17

18

First Event
Committee
Meting
16

Tuesday Night
open meeting
19

FRI

22

23

29

30

YNA
You are not
alone
7:30 P

Providence
Pride Day &
Night
24

25

Tuesday Night
open meeting
7 - 11 PM
26

27

28 BOD Meet
Tuesday Night
open meeting
7 - 11 PM

Save the date; Pool

Party on
Saturday August 6 th
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TRANS NEWS FROM
AROUND THE
WORLD
The National Center for Transgender Equality celebrates the
planned introduction of the first
major explicitly transgenderinclusive piece of federal legislation.
Scheduled for introduction in the
U.S. House of Representatives this
Thursday, May 26, the Local Law
Enforcement Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 2005 would help protect against bias crimes based on
gender identity, sexual orientation,
gender and disability. The bill
would also add gender identity to
the Hate Crimes Statistics Act.
Currently eight states and the District of Columbia have hate crimes
laws that include coverage for
transgender people. And already
this year inclusive state hate crimes
bills have passed the Maryland and
Colorado General Assemblies and
await the signatures of the respective governors.
NCTE congratulates trans advocates and our allies whose hard
work made the introduction of this
bill possible.
We also applaud and thank the
lead sponsors of the legislation:
Reps. Barney Frank, D-Mass.;
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, R-Fla.; John
Conyers Jr., D-Mich.; Christopher
Shays, R-Conn.; and Tammy Baldwin, D-Wis.
(Thanks to MTPC for info)
The San Francisco Giants recently held something called
"Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Singles Night." The
Giants have held two of these
things, and both times they’ve sold
out. And according to the San Jose
Mercury News, teams like the Chi-

cago Cubs and Boston Red Sox
and Philadelphia 76ers have held
"gay days" in their respective parks
and arenas.
At the Miss Tiffany Universe
Pageant which boasts dozens of
gorgeous, lithe, smooth-skinned
contestants one thing is undeniable: Thailand turns out some of
the most beautiful transvestites
and transsexuals
in the world.
As contestants
glided across the
stage in glittering
ball gowns Saturday night, one
might never have guessed they
were all born boys. Only when
they open their mouths do their vocal cords reveal the truth.
"Most people can't tell because I'm
very petite, but when I talk, they
know," said 21-year-old Wararat
Saengchai, who started taking female hormones at 14 and underwent sex change and breast implant operations a year ago.
If she keeps quiet, her delicate features could fool anyone. Others
must rely on foam-padded bras and
girdles to create womanly curves.
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change because they can't accept
it, whereas here, we do," said
Punyapat Daengnoi, 24, who underwent a sex change two years
ago. "We become beautiful because we are accepted and can be
happy that we can be ourselves."
Many contestants came from rural
provinces across Thailand and describe being accepted by their
families only
after proving
that they would
be
academically and professionally successful, and not
a financial burden.
But for others, like the 2005 winner Tiptantree Rujiranon, there
needs to be even greater acceptance. Even this pageant broadcast live on national television,
with a grand prize of $2,500 and a
new pink car is not enough.
"There are some who still will not
come out," 20-year-old Tiptantree
said after being crowned early
Sunday. "I want 'second-sex'
women to be able to live in society like men and women, and
have the same rights as people of
any other gender."

Miss Tiffany's, one of the most famous all-male cabaret theaters, has
held the annual beauty pageant
since 1998 in a gaudy Romanpillared white building in Pattaya.
Thailand, a predominantly Buddhist country, is widely tolerant of
homosexuals, transvestites and
transsexuals one reason, perhaps,
that men who opt for the transformation here are so stunning and
convincing.
"Western countries may not give
their people the opportunity to

GET IN THE POOL
ON AUGUST 6TH!
The annual TCNE Pool
Party from 11AM till 6PM
at the Randolph Country
Club. Get your thongs and
bikinis ready!!
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SPRING FLING 2005
By Sarah Thompson
President, TCNE
May in Provincetown with the
Tiffany Club means Spring Fling.
This year’s fling was from my
view a positive vote that we continue this fifteen plus year tradition. We had 64 girls join us for
three days of fun and relaxation.
Friday began with a visit to Bayside Betsy’s for a delicious meal.
Realizing that the rain might have
put a damper on the girl’s sprits I
was pleasantly surprised when I
walked into the banquet room at
6:30 pm on Saturday evening. A
loud buzz of activity and a sea of
smiling faces greeted me. Our esteemed disc jockey Ms Brenda
had music playing in the background. I looked around the room
again expecting to see gloomy
faces matching the weather. Not
at all what I saw, we had an excellent turn out for the banquet
over 45 girls in attendance all
with smiling faces. A second
smaller group had gone out to
start the evening festivities in
town. After dinner I made a small
teeny presentation, I was trying to
gauge the success of our flings
and to find out what the girls
wanted to see us change or not
change. I have had input form
well over a dozen girls and I will
bring their comments to the
TCNE Board of Directors so that
we can improve next years Spring
Fling. When I asked the group if
we should continue with these
events at Provincetown the answer was a resounding YES!!!
The highlight of the evening was
also quite unexpected Donna a
first time visitor to one of our
events presented us with a unique
piece of artwork to commemorate

AND NOW A WORD
FROM OUR
SPONSORS
The Laser Skin Center
30 Newbury St.
Boston
617-266-5555
LASERSKINCENTERBOSTON.COM
Models Resale
969 Concord St
Framingham
508-875-9094
MODELSRESALE.COM
Christine Becker L.I.C.S.W.
341 Marrett Rd
Lexington
781-862-6170
Laser Centers of New England
914 Concord St.
Framingham
508-872-5672
LIGHTSPEED-ELECTROLOGY.COM
Glamour Boutique
850 West Side Plaza
Auburn
508-721-7800
GLAMOURBOUTIQUE.COM
Adams Electrology Associates
The LaseAway Center
380 Lowell St
Wakefield
781-245-0005
Dianne Ellaborn LICSW
Framingham
508-788-5406

Spring Fling 2005. This will be
on display in our office in
Waltham.
Sunday breakfast \ brunch confirmed the importance and the
value that these events have for a
large number of our community.
Spring Fling 2005 was an out-
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The Skin Rejuvenation Center
199 Newbury St Rt. 1 N
Danvers
978-777-8181
SKINRC.COM
Grace United Methodist Church
56 Magazine St
Cambridge
617-491-3753
The Fantasy Girl
603-890-4931
THEFANTASYGIRL.COM
Advanced Electrology and Laser
Reading & Woburn
866-250-7333
ADVANCEDELECTROLOGY.COM
A&A Laser Electrolysis and
Skin Care
815 Washington Street
Newton
617-964-1000
AAELECTROLYSIS.COM
Wigs by Sonja
74 Franklin St
Worcester
508-366-0237
Kathleen’s Skin Care
& Electrolysis
34 Odell Ave
Beverly
978-927-5121
Cardullo’s Gourmet Shoppe
Specialty food and confections
since 1950 (Trans Friendly)
Six Brattle Street
Harvard Square
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-491-8888
CARDULLOS.COM

Tiffany Club Thanks our
sponsors for their
continued support.
Please patronize them.
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A TRIP TO THE CAPE
By Debra Kelly
You probably thought,
Debra went to Cape Cod,
but Debra actually went
up to Cape Ann on May
12 instead. One of the responsibilities of my job is that I am required to be in court to represent my company at hearings. However, those hearings generally do not last all day. In fact,
many times they get over before noon and
I have the rest of the day to myself. On
Thursday, May 12, that situation presented itself. I knew ahead of time that
I was going to be in Cambridge at the
District Court and that there was a
strong possibility that it would get
over early since it was scheduled at
8:45 AM. However, I knew since it
involves the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it would not start timely. I
have been doing this for over 10 years
and court has never started on time.
When it does not start on time, it can
drag out in the afternoon. The U.S.
Army will start on time, but the civil side
of the government never has and never
will.
I parked my car at Alewife MBTA station
and left my female clothing and accessories in the car since it would avoid a trip
back to the South Shore where I live to
get changed. The clubhouse for Tiffany is
in Waltham, which is about a 15 minute
to 20 minutes from the Alewife station.
Court as you guessed it, did not start on
time. The ventilation system in the courthouse is kaput and it was a miserable 90
degrees in the courtroom. My hay fever
was acting up really bad that day also.
Needless to say I was not feeling to well.
However, a small miracle occurred. We
were the first case called for trial. My client was direct and to the point. The plaintiff got a little windy so the magistrate
told him to stop. We were out of the
courthouse by 10:30 AM. As soon as I
got outside, I started to feel better. One it
was about 30-40 degrees cooler outside
and the air was circulating. Hay fever was
a little better. However, knowing that I
would be dressed as a woman within the
hour revived me completely.
I made it to the club I then shaved and put
on my make up and then dressed. I
dressed in classic Debra. Black panties,
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bra, garter belt and stockings, lacy
black slip, black skirt and a green/ blue
blouse covered with a gray jacket. I
also had my new wig, which I got at
New England Hair Illusions in Tyngsboro, MA. Route 128 at the noon hour
was not bad. I was expecting some
traffic, but not a problem that day. I
took 128 all the way up to Gloucester.
I had never been to the northern terminus of 128. One thing I can say, it is
not anything like around the metropolitan Boston area. I took Route 127

to the Town of Rockport, which is
north of Gloucester. I had never been
there either so I just followed the road
in and it took me to the center of town.
Close to the center of town there is
metered parking. However, as anyone
who knows me, there are certain
things in life that one does not pay for
if they can help it. Parking is one of
them. You can figure out the other in
your own mind. Remember, Rosebuds
is a family friendly publication.
I was able to get a space on the street
without a meter about a ½ mile from
the center. I then walked down to the
water. The breeze felt great on my legs
and face, but the fresh ocean air really
helps the hay fever. Good thing I used
some hairspray on my wig earlier so
the hair was in good shape. I went on
the pier and saw the famous Motif #1,
which is probably one of the most
painted and photographed structures
on the east coast. Needless to say, I
took my trusty HP 407 digital camera
and took some shots of it and the harbor. One of the great things about digital cameras, you don’t have to pay for
developing the dud shots and you can
take lots of pictures provided you have
a large memory card.
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On the pier at the harbormasters office, there are public bathrooms. There
is a little lobby area outside of the
bathrooms so one can get out of wind
or rain if needed. I had no problem using the ladies room on the two occasions I was there. Plenty of stalls if
needed. The public library is nearby
which would have facilities if needed.
Near the center is Bearskin Point,
which has many artsy type of places
and some restaurants. (Writers note:
Rockport is a dry town, but it appears
recently they voted to go wet. Bottoms Up!!).
Going out to the point is a nice
walk. I certainly had no problem
even though I realized I was a little
overdressed for it. At the tip of
Bearskin Point, you face the ocean.
I was going to climb up on the rock
to take a picture, but realized two
things, my skirt would go up and it
was rather early in the season to go
swimming in the Atlantic Ocean.
Common sense prevailed here.
There was an ice cream parlor there so
I stopped and got a chocolate in a dish.
Did not want to try a cone since I did
not want to add a new color to my
make up and wig. It is funny, but 5
years ago, I would have been terrified
to order anything. Finally, I had to call
it a day. However, I got on to rte 127a,
which apparently is the coastal road. I
took that in to Gloucester. What a
view of the coastline. It was worth the
extra miles and time it added. It was
tough trying to enjoy the view, keeping control of the car, and keeping the
hair out of my eyes. I returned home
en femme without incident just a little
lighter in the pocketbook and in the
gas tank.
To close, I would strong recommend a
trip to Cape Anne. The scenery is gorgeous and it is an easy ride.
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TRANSAMERICA
Movie review by

Miss Veronica Vera
Despite, or perhaps because
the movie Transamerica
involves a transgender theme, I went
with my BS detector tuned to high.
How many times has Hollywood sanitized and simplified the complexities
of gender variance? Plus, when I mentioned the movie to two transgender
friends who had been involved early
on in the project they expressed ambivalent feelings about seeing it. Perhaps they did not want to be disappointed. But I was intrigued by the
unique story line: a transsexual
woman one week before gender reassignment surgery discovers she fathered a child in her earlier life and
must meet him before her therapist
will sign the papers for her surgery.

she lets him continue to think so.
What follows is essentially a road
picture with Bree and Toby traveling
not just cross- country but across
their histories. Transamerica is another highpoint for the transgender
movement and a thoroughly entertaining, beautifully crafted movie.

Felicity Huffman plays the lead
character “Bree.” You will be hearing a lot about her amazing performance, so rather than start with heaping well-deserved praise upon her, I
want to acknowledge the honest and
powerful story created by Duncan
Tucker. This is Tucker’s first feature
film and it will be a tough act to follow. He does not hit a wrong note.
At a Q&A following the fullypacked screening at the Tribeca Film
Festival where the film had its U.S.
premiere, the writer/director said
that he was inspired with the idea
It was a relief not to have to endure
after meeting “a lovely woman who
yet another man who is forced to wear
told me, a few months into our
a dress for some reason beyond his
friendship, that she was a preop
control. Tootsie was
transsexual…For
and still is a great
every heart-breaking
movie, but we’ve
story she told me,
come a long way,
there was an imbaby. There is life beprobably funny one.”
yond Tootsie. I’m
This was how the
happy to say Transidea started. Besides
america, though a
the stories his friend
comedy, has more in
shared with him,
common with the realFelicity Huffman as Bree
Tucker talked with
ism of Boys Don’t Cry
many other transsexthan with Tootsie. Bree, who lives and
ual women. Some of those he talked
works two jobs in Los Angeles rewith, among them Calpernia Adams
ceives a call from Toby a teenaged
and Andrea James (www.
runaway who is calling from a New
deepstealth.com) who also served as
York City jail in hopes that the father
advisors, have roles in the movie.
he has never met will bail him out.
Many transgendered persons are
Bree’s mentions the phone call to her
thanked in the credits.
therapist (Elizabeth Pena) and tries to
I’m not one to give away too much
make it sound casual, right after she
of the plot. There are many very
reports she made her quota at work
funny scenes, particularly when we
and an eagerly awaited pink sweater
get to meet Bree’s parents and her
arrived in the mail. The therapist, just
son gets to meet his grandparents..
seconds from signing the much deThere is also violence and it socks
sired recommendation letter puts
the audience in the gut. The violence
down her pen. “This is a part of who
is used to move the story along and
you are…I just want to be sure you
illuminate the characters. Duncan
are ready.” Ironically, when Bree goes
Tucker as well as producers Linda
to bail Toby out, he assumes she is
Moran and Rene Bastian of Bellachurch lady doing charity work and
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donna Productions had experience
communicating the problems of
youth, particularly around issues of
sex. Tucker taught a film course to
GLBT youth at NY’s Harvey Milk
Institute. Belladonna produced Michael Cuestis award-winning L.I.E.,
the story of a pedophile. Their efforts
combined with the acting talents of
young Kevin Zegers made the role of
Toby, the newly discovered son
equal to that of Bree in intensity.
Zegers almost didn’t get the part because they thought him too goodlooking. But he scruffed himself up
and landed the role in which he
clearly proves himself to be not just
another pretty face.
For her role as “Bree” Felicity Huffman was awarded the Tribeca Film
Festivals award for “Best Actress.”
When I went to the screening, I took
my friend Patricia, a transsexual
woman. Patricia was prepared to
hate the movie. She was convinced
that in choosing a non-transgendered
actress to play Bree, the filmmakers
sought to gloss over the ambiguous
elements of a transgendered woman.
She was even more riled up because
she thought the Felicity who had the
lead was the star of the tv show Felicity, the cute young blonde who
made big news when she changed
her curly hairdo. Patti was wrong on
both counts. Felicity Huffman is one
of the stars of the hit series Desperate Housewives. She is also a dedicated theater actress who along with
her husband William Macy founded
the Atlantic Theater Repertory right
here in Chelsea, New York. Felicity
Huffman accepted the challenges of
the role. She lowered her voice and
sounded totally believable as someone who had trained her voice to go
from male to female. She got so into
the character of a person who feels
she was born with the wrong body
that the first time she tried on the
prosthetic penis she wears for the
“reveal” scene, Felicity cried.
Patricia gave Transamerica an unequivocal “thumbs up”. Following
Cont. on page 8 column 1
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the screening, I asked Duncan
Tucker why a transsexual actress had
not been cast in the lead. “I would
have loved to have used a transsexual woman in the lead, “ he said.
“But I don’t know of any with the
chops to carry the role.” The realities
of Hollywood being what they are, it
took not only a superbly talented actress but one whose name carried
enough clout and cache to give this
movie a chance for wide distribution.
(As I write this, the film has still not
acquired a North American distributor, though I am sure that will come.)
The filmmakers’ priority was to tell
a good story, their commitment was
to a movie, not a movement. In truth
they did honor to both.
Miss Vera “Thumbs Up” Patti
“Thumbs Up”
May 9, 2005
Miss Vera is author and founder of
Miss Vera’s Finishing School for
Boys Who Want to Be Girls, NYC.
www.missvera.com. Email missvera@missvera.com
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CHRISTINE IS ON THE MOVE AGAIN
By Christine Hochberg
Rosebuds National Correspondent
Yes, I do attend several conventions per year always with a hat and a
smile. I recently attended the 19th Annual IFGE convention on Austin,
Texas. It turned out to be a virtual who's who of the TG world. The best
part was all the local "T" girls and boys who donated their valuable assistance.
In all my 17 years of pushing the envelope I've seen how hard it is to get
volunteers. The job, family and financial restrictions plus the fears that
have to be overcome are often too much to handle. I have to say that all
the volunteers for the events around the country are quite awesome in
their hard work and dedication to the program.
To see America is quite special. I was born and raised in the San Fernando Valley in Southern California. Previous to traveling for events I
had never been outside of the state. Now, I truly look forward to every
trip (7 in 2005). No event is ever the same - they all have a different flavor.
I cannot wait to attend the 23rd Annual Be-All. I expect a record number
of attendees which is totally awesome.
Plan your calendar now for a new event beginning in 2006. The Glitz
Ball will be a three-day weekend held in Phoenix, Arizona in early February. Trans-Events USA who manage the annual IFGE events will be
taking over the Ball starting next year and hope to bring a whole new energy and scope to the event.
See ya all in January for First Event 2006!!

Felicity Huffman and
Mary Ellen (Bianca Leigh)

PRIDE ALERT
We need TCNE Members, non-Members, families, and any Transgendered to march in the Boston Pride Parade on Saturday June 11 at 12
Noon. March in the parade or work the TCNE booth on Boston Common from 10AM till 6PM. Join Sarah, Cherl, Deb, Stephanie, Christine Becker, Dr. Novic, Bobbi, and others to show our pride and to
help support ALL Transpeople!

